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TimeLog Help Desk
Professional management 
of customer support
Make the company’s support flow smooth and 
efficient. The use of time registration of support cases 
makes it easy to invoice and set quality targets.

“
”

We use TimeLog Help 
Desk to track time on 
the different cases as 
well as collecting logs 
on all activities in each 
case. This information 
is valuable to us when 
we do our invoicing.

www.timelog.com
info@timelog.com

Order presentation
www.timelog.com

TimeLog Help Desk is typically used by IT de-
partments and product departments that re-
ceive many support questions about things 
such as ‘how does this product work?’ or  
‘I cannot get the following to work’. TimeLog 
Help Desk ensures consistent, professional 
management of support cases. This ensures 
an efficient, high service level – and contrib-
utes to maintaining customer satisfaction.

Fully integrated with TimeLog Project

TimeLog Help Desk is an integrated part 
of TimeLog Project, so customer data, the 
employees’ time tracking of support cases 
and projects are gathered in one place. This 
means that the invoicing of support cases is 
carried out in TimeLog Project and provides 
a complete overview of active support cases 
and projects on the customer card.

Account settlements and 
invoicing of support

TimeLog Help Desk manages three types of 
settlements for support cases: time spent, 
vouchers and subscription. Based on these 
three settlement types, one or more sup-
port agreements can be made per customer 

– and by doing so, the business can offer dif-
ferent, flexible support products.

Depending on the type of settlement and 
support agreement, support is shown as 
invoicing potential in TimeLog Project, and 
revenue and profits on customer support 
are thus made visible. Time spent on sup-
port can, of course, also be invoiced together 
with time tracked on projects for each indi-
vidual customer.
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Further information
Please call +45 70 200 645

Management 
and analysis

Customers

Projects

Staff and HR

Invoicing and finance

Time

Security

Access

128 bit SSL-encryption and password 
protection protects the company data 
against unauthorised access.

Storage

Dedicated hosting in a duplicated setup, 
back-up routines and continuous sur-
veillance guarantees no data is lost.

Integration

API

TimeLog Project has an API and can be 
integrated with the company’s other 
systems.

Data export

All reports can export data to e.g. the 
XML-format and Microsoft® Excel.

Extensions

TimeLog CRM

Pipeline management in sales.

TimeLog Help Desk

Customer support and time tracking on 
support incidents.

TimeLog Departments

Multi-level departmental structure.

TimeLog EVM

Invoicing of work in progress.

TimeLog Skills

CV and compentencies management.

TimeLog Salary

Extended rules for work hours, flextime 
and lieu days.

Tracking of support cases

The actual management of support cases is 
straightforward. All dialogue takes place in an 
interface in which the supporter creates the 
case and attaches files. Then the customer is 
notified and can log in and see the progress 
of the case. The advantage is that the entire 
dialogue takes place externally. When one of 
the parties adds something new to the case, 
the counterpart can log in and thus always 
have an overview of the history of the case. 
The support cases are dispatched when they 
are created and can be changed at any time 
if necessary. All events are registered in the 
support case log.

The customers create the support cases

You can let customers report support cases 
through the expansion TimeLog Extranet, 
which comes with TimeLog Project. The cus-
tomers can upload files – e.g. screen shots – 
which can contribute to solving the support 
case. In this way, they can follow the status of 
the active support cases and look at previous 

support cases. TimeLog Extranet is a platform 
for knowledge sharing between the customer 
and the supplier, as well as at the customer 
internally, because the dialogue is located 
on a separate platform. In addition, you save 
time on one-to-one email between custom-
ers and supporters.

Quality goals for the support

TimeLog Help Desk has reports to show the 
quality of the support given and the turn-
over on support cases. Support cases can be 
prioritized and deadlines can be set for how 
fast support cases must be solved depend-
ing on their priority. It is also possible to see 
how much workload the support cases place 
on various employees or departments in an 
organisation.

Connect support cases to projects

An extra feature makes it possible to connect 
support cases to all projects in TimeLog. This 
makes it easy to see which projects have ex-
perienced the most support cases and thus 
have required extra resources.

TimeLog Help Desk benefits
• Secure, automatic management of support cases

• Fast, efficient invoicing

• Support for time spent, vouchers and subscription

• Time tracking on support and projects is combined in one system

• File attachment and logging for each support case, as well as configurable  
 workflow

• The entire dialogue between support and the customer is external and can be  
 accessed by both parties with login to the system 

TimeLog Project – online business system

Choose web based software

Works everywhere – Get access to TimeLog Project from any computer with 
an internet connection.

No installation – TimeLog Project runs in your web browser. There is nothing to 
install and no software updates on your employees’ computers.

Service and security included – Save time on back-up, server maintenance and 
security – and spend it on your business.


